WRIGHT BEVERAGE DISTRIBUTING (“WBD”)

Trailer Rental Operating Procedures

A failure to follow these procedures will result in additional charges on the invoice.












Lessee is solely responsible for the dispensing of Beverages. WBD assumes no responsibility or
liability for dispensing of any Beverages.
WBD personnel MAY NEVER DISPENSE ANY BEVERAGES for consumption.
The Trailer may be used solely for dispensing Beverages purchased from WBD and for no other
purpose. No food or other storage is permitted inside the trailer.
Lessee is solely responsible for all damaged, missing, or unclean- Trailer, WBD Equipment,
Beverages, and Optional Items, if any. All violations will be at Lessee’s expense and will be subject to
a “Replacement/Damage Fee.”
Trailer is NOT to be moved from the spot placed by WBD personnel. Only WBD personnel may move
the trailer.
CO2, Beer Gas, and temperature gauges are NOT to be adjusted. If a problem arises, please contact the
draft department at draftdept@wrightbev.com.
Only painters tape is permitted for signage on the trailer. Any other type of tape or adhesive will damage
the Trailer’s exterior; repair is at Lessee’s expense.
The only electrical cords permitted to be used for electrical connections are the cords provided with the
Trailer. EXTENSION CORDS MAY NOT BE USED.
Payment(s) is due in seven (7) days.
No credit will be provided for damaged, partially-consumed, or opened packaging, and Lessee is
responsible for all costs thereof.

QUESTIONS, DAMAGES, or an EMERGENCY contact our Draft Department at draftdept@wrightbev.com.
These Procedures are incorporated into and made a part of the Refrigerated Trailer Rental Agreement
Trailer Fee of $350.00 for 15 or less kegs 1/2BBL equivalence (Used/Tapped)
Trailer Fee of $200.00 for 16+ kegs 1/2BBL equivalence (Used/Tapped)
Trailer Key Deposit (per trailer) is $50.00
2-Tap Cooler deposits of $500.00
Air Tank Deposits of $80.00
Air tank usage fee of $10.00
Kiosk deposit $500.00
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